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WANTED: Reliable house sitter to care for two pampered Park Avenue felines. Free penthouse
accommodations. Sexy neighbor not included.

Bridey Berrigan desperately needs a break. Her day job as a chef has taken its toll, and she's all but given up
on the male species. Then Bridey sees the ad for a cat sitter, and its good-bye shoebox apartment, hello Park
Avenue palace! With only the pedigreed kitties, Silk and Satin, to keep her company, Bridey can finally get
to work writing her dream cookbook. And she can't afford any distractions-least of all her intriguing new
neighbor...

Businessman Mack Brewster likes his women glamorous, aloof, and very sophisticated. With her easy smile
and fresh-faced beauty, Bridey isn't exactly his type. Also, Mack is a dog person. Still, the mouth-watering
aromas wafting from Bridey's kitchen are impossible to ignore. And as the impish felines somehow keep
bringing the two of them together, Mack's appetite is piqued-in more ways than one. But would Bridey even
consider giving a guy like him a chance? Mack's not sure, but he can't wait to find out...
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From reader reviews:

Billie Luster:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information today can get by anyone in everywhere. The
information can be a expertise or any news even restricted. What people must be consider while those
information which is within the former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously which one works
to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource then you get it as
your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will not happen
throughout you if you take A Purrfect Romance as the daily resource information.

Richard Horgan:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that may give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world could share
their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their own reader with their story
or their experience. Not only the story that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the knowledge
about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are
many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to improve their proficiency in
writing, they also doing some exploration before they write with their book. One of them is this A Purrfect
Romance.

Linda Guyette:

Precisely why? Because this A Purrfect Romance is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication
waiting for you to snap the idea but latter it will surprise you with the secret the item inside. Reading this
book adjacent to it was fantastic author who all write the book in such awesome way makes the content on
the inside easier to understand, entertaining technique but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good
for you for not hesitating having this any longer or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a
lot of positive aspects than the other book have got such as help improving your talent and your critical
thinking means. So , still want to postpone having that book? If I were you I will go to the book store
hurriedly.

Marianne Stromain:

Would you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Aim to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't determine book by its cover may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as
in the outside look likes. Maybe you answer could be A Purrfect Romance why because the wonderful cover
that make you consider about the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is actually
fantastic as the outside or perhaps cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly direct you to pick up this
book.
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